Combining the Power of Veriﬁed Medical and drCalls.me
With the arrival of the COVID 19 pandemic the delivery of medical care has changed forever; specifically
Telehealth is here to stay. The drCalls.me and Verified Medical platforms offer a feature-rich functionality that
encompasses the latest in security and privacy protocols, high definition video conferencing for individuals or
teams, secure storage and collaboration tools in an end-to-end encrypted environment to protect physicians and
patients. Integrating secure video-conferencing with the Verified Medical platform has created a telehealth tool
that compliments any EMR.
Our platform offers many advantages to the Sports Medicine community, with widespread potential to deliver
improved healthcare and efficiencies within clinics. These include:
1. Improved secure connectivity with two-way and multi-screen communication between
departments and clinics. This allows clinics in Hazelton, SFU, UBC and Victoria to communicate
and evaluate athletes for medical sports injury and sports medicine related issues that apply within
the specialty.
2. The ability to store and securely share documentation in multiple formats, including PDF, JPEG,
video, audio, text, DICOM files etc.
3. The ability to integrate with an EMR and to offer improved seamless functionality as a result.
4. The capacity to facilitate cross connectivity with other EMR systems used by different clinics

Use the platforms to monitor:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dermatological issues. Rashes, moles, and skin infections bacterial, fungal or allergenic.
Wound healing. Making it ideal for a wound clinic environment.
Ophthalmological injuries. Both retinal and outer eye related.
Cardiological evaluations for arrhythmias and structural anomalies of the heart. With secure storage of
results within the format of EKG, US/ECHO and evaluation of rarer sports medicine cardiothoracic issues,
this system allows for the follow up and monitoring of athletes. Thereby improving the medical provision
for safety within the athletic community. For example, the evaluation of athletes for the long QT interval
within the lacrosse player community of Hazelton.
5. MSK related examinations with storage of US, CT and MRI and clinical examinations.
6. Extensive use of meta data provides an invaluable teaching tool for instruction of residents in the sports
medicine field. This works as an assessment tool of a resident’s progress with examinations and also as
a teaching aide on how to perform certain examinations and conduct interviews. All this is
achievable within the two way video conferencing platform.
7. Physiotherapy progress monitoring and as an aide to an athlete’s rehabilitation from injury.
8. Joint monitoring with rheumatology screening for specific patterns of swelling and inflammation related to
injury or connective tissue disorders or inappropriate training.
9. Using the Verified Medical and drCalls.me platforms, we have the ability to reach remote communities for
the assessment and monitoring of athletes and to provide assistance to evaluating injuries in the field.
10. Both drCalls.me and Verified Medical are HIPAA, PHIPA, PIPEDA and GDPR compliant.

We welcome the opportunity to demonstrate the combined features of
Verified Medical and drCalls.me and can be contacted at (250) 327-1593
or by email at andy.chapman@verifiednet.com or julian.lisinski@verifiednet.com
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